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this is where the trial and error comes in. it's a pain. you need to have a windows development environment. you need to know what you are doing. you need to know how to build python packages. you need to know how to submit them to a package site. once you have that, it is relatively straightforward. you can use the command line interface, or if you prefer a graphical interface, there are a ton of them. i used to use innosetup, but now i just use the microsoft visual studio express command line installer. it's pretty easy to use, and very simple to work with. the only downside is that you are building for a specific version of python, so if your package works on linux, it won't work on windows. you need
to know what version you have installed, and it won't work if you don't. this isn't so much of a problem for me since i usually build packages that are cross platform, but i know a lot of people that do not. dnrgarmin will operate in a number of different modes, depending on the device you have attached. using the track logs on the device, you can create routes for tracking and follow your progress on the ground within a map view document, a data frame, or a map window. the track logs can be saved as points or lines as a set of graphics or in a shapefile. line and polygon graphics or shapes can be uploaded to the gps as track logs or routes. conversely, waypoints, track logs, and routes collected using

the gps can be transferred directly to arcview/arcmap/google earth/landview and saved as graphics or shapefiles. the idea is simple enough. python maintains a library of modules anybody can automatically download and use. all you have to do is open up a command line prompt and type pip install . it all sounds so easy. the is one little problem. python packages can be built with and frequently do include c++ code. this c++ code needs to be compiled. linux and mac have this decently covered. windows however, is a gigantic pain to get this working on. this is the windows challenge. it does not end here, though.
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you need a compiler on windows, you need a compiler that knows about python, you need a python development environment, and you need to know what you are doing. as simple as that sounds, it turns out to be one of the hardest things i have ever had to do. so, the way to get python modules working on windows is to find a python
package that has been built and configured to work on windows, and then manually build your own python package from that source, using the same compiler, development environment, and knowledge of how to do this that the package you downloaded and installed used. this is the python package manager way, in a nutshell, and it is a
pain in the ass. first, there is no documentation, and second, it involves a lot of trial and error. consider this: i'm building a python package called'mypackage' on my linux system, that has two python modules in it. if i want to make a package out of it, all i need to do is to package it up, and ship it off to a package site. the package site will

then host it, as well as the python modules and any other supporting files it needs. all i have to do is tell the package site what version of python i have installed, and it will make sure that my package gets installed along with it. the package site will take it from there, and my package will be usable by anybody with the python and
package site versions i specify. the windows equivalent is this: i build my python package, and it works like a charm on my linux system. now, what if i want to build a package out of that package, and send it off to a package site? that's when things get really hairy. i have to find a package that has already been built, and submit it to a

package site. then i have to build my own package from that package and get it to the package site. this is where it becomes a pain in the ass. 5ec8ef588b
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